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NOTE FROM EDITOR

KAREN AHUJA
THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Upon deciding to launch a quarterly
magazine highlighting the Fostar Artists,
my goal was to provide a magazine that
showcases the artists who are actively
growing their art businesses for art
licensing.
Each quarter, Fostar art will be providing
images and stories that share the art
journeys of key individuals who are
building their businesses and changing
the way that art is delivered to the art
buyer.
This month highlights four Fostar artists
who are dedicated to the art journey. I
am excited to present the artwork and
share the stories of Karen Ahuja,
Nicholas K. Clark,Melissa Milton and
Shawna St. James.
As the first, issue, I decided not to
become paralyzed about creating a
perfect first issue. Instead, I expect the
Fostar Art to evolve and build upon
successes like any piece of art.
Please feel free to provide feedback, as
any piece of art benefits from
constructive criticism. I believe feedback
is a gift. What we do with a gift can build
a better process. It is only when feedback
stunts our growth that it needs to placed
in the proper bin.

Karen Ahuja is the editor in chief of Fostar Art. As the editor
in chief, she heads all the departments of the organization
and is held accountable for delegating tasks to staff
members and managing them.

Rose Poses
20 x 16
Acrylic on Canvas
Private Collection

Karen Ahuja is a visual artist, author, and photographer. She has a degree in graphic
design and a Masters in Marketing. Leaving the corporate world to pursue her
passion for art, she began Karen Ahuja Studio in 2011. Since launching her company,
she is represented in galleries in the mid-America region and at Amazon.com. Her
work can be found at many national stores including Home Goods, TJ Maxx,
Nordstroms Rack and Pier One.
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KAREN AHUJA

Blue Sunflowers
5 x 5 x 1.5
Donation for Art Center of the Ozarks
5 x 5 show.

FLORAL
ABSTRACTS
"I primarily paint with acrylics and mixed media because water is such
an important ingredient in my painting formula.
Water is a powerful agent for change when it is allowed to move the
paint, dilute the intensity, and mix new unique colors. I can work
quickly, building layers, and using unique color combinations to make a
strong visual statement with texture, contrast and vibrant color.
I play in the area between the abstract and impressionistic styles. My
work is vibrant and energetic using texture, and strong brush strokes to
engage and excite."
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Floral Long
12 x 36 x 1.5
Private Collection
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Bill Murray
60 x 60
Acrylic on Canvas
Private Collection
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NICHOLAS K. CLARK
Nicholas’s art has always mirrored his infectious enthusiasm. His work today
embodies an exceptional balance of form as well as an intrepid approach to
color. Using mostly acrylics or oils, he sculpts and layers his paints to create a
kind of textured depth that has become his signature style. His work with
notable figures has become his passion and capturing the elusiveness of a living
form — the intricate details of a hand, the story behind the eyes, the suggestion
of movement and expression with a simple brushstroke — his greatest
challenge and reward.
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Indian
40 x 40
Acrylic on Canvas
Private Collection
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Edgar
40 x 40
Acrylic on Canvas
Framed
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Rubber Ducky
Mixed Media
40 x 40
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SHAWNA ST. JAMES
Shawna St James is a creative coach, artist, and author of “Be A Creative Badass: 52 Whole-Life
Activities to Boost Your Creativity.”
Since 2010, Shawna’s helped others use their creativity to gain better self-awareness, and live
their boldest lives through her workshops and painting classes.
Shawna enjoys several mediums including acrylics, alcohol inks and mixed media. She carves
out time to paint and create to keep herself inspired and energized. Her style is characterized
by vivid color, movement, texture, abstraction and sometimes whimsy.
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ALCOHOL

INKS
Shawna St James is a creative
coach, artist, and author of “Be
A Creative Badass: 52 WholeLife Activities to Boost Your
Creativity.”
Since 2010, Shawna’s helped
others use their creativity to
gain better self-awareness, and
live their boldest lives through
her workshops and painting
classes.
Shawna enjoys several
mediums including acrylics,
alcohol inks and mixed media.
She carves out time to paint and
create to keep herself inspired
and energized. Her style is
characterized by vivid color,
movement, texture, abstraction
and sometimes whimsy.

Lloyd the Llama
Alcohol Ink on paper
5x7
Private Collection
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SHAWNA ST. JAMES

Tropical Bouquet
Alcohol Ink on paper
8x8

Black and Grain
Digital Art
Limited Edition
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MELISSA MILTON
Melissa Milton was born in the Southern United States during the turbulent 1960’s and came of age in
the groovy 1970’s. The colorful clothing, interior décor, and art of those decades influences her artistic
expression. The family of colors and designs associated with those eras frequently find their way into
her artwork, especially in tertiary colors (colors derived from a combination of three or more colors).
She tends to use curved, relaxed, flowing shapes which – when combined with the unusual color
choices – can potentially express an object in a new way which perhaps some people may have not
seen before.
Most of Melissa’s paintings are of living things observed close up. If it’s a painting of plants, trees, or
florals it typically colorfully emphasizes at least one characteristic of that one living thing which makes
it unique. “Just Peachy”, for example, emphasizes a peach tree’s surreal, ripe juicy looking peaches.
“The Blossom Tree” emphasizes a cherry tree’s vastly oversized pink blossoms. If a painting is of a
living creature or a human then you’ll notice that the creature or human is invariably in motion. It is
living its life, unknowingly being observed during a moment in which it is in mid task. We, the viewer,
are benignly spying on it as it moves about.

The Dandelions
Digital Art
Limited Edition
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Splash
Digital Art
Limited Edition
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is coming!

